
PARKING NOTICE

The City would prefer not to issue people 
with parking infringement notices. 
However, they are necessary for dealing 
with the growing demand for access and 
parking in the City.
Management of access and parking supports the growth and 
reinvigoration of an area by appropriately managing the available 
parking spaces for visitors.

The list below provides some tips to avoid receiving a parking 
infringement notice. Should you require any further information, 
please contact the City via 9267 9267 or refer 
to the parking section of the City’s website.

Look for signs
If a restriction applies to the location you choose to park in there 
will be parking information signs installed in the area. Please 
carefully check the details on the nearest sign applicable to your 
parking location – it is the legal responsibility of the driver to 
ensure they park their vehicle in accordance with any restrictions.

Obtain and correctly display a parking ticket
The majority of parking infringement notices issued in the 
City are for failing to display a valid parking ticket in ticket 
parking areas.

Once you’ve pulled into a parking bay, carefully check the details 
on the nearest sign applicable to your parking location. Then look 
for one of the ticket machines where you can obtain a parking 
ticket prior to leaving your vehicle.

The City currently operates two different types of ticket 
machines. Although both are very similar to operate, please 
carefully read the instructions mounted on the front of the 
machine you wish to use prior to obtaining your ticket.

Display your ticket inside your vehicle on the front dashboard 
(not behind a tinted area of the windscreen) so the details on 
the ticket are clearly visible and legible to an inspecting offi cer.

NB: The ticket machines for on-street parking provide a ticket that 
gives parkers access to an initial free parking period. To obtain this 
free parking ticket, follow the instructions on the machine. 
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TIPS TO AVOID RECEIVING
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Leave bus stops for buses
Drivers are often witnessed pulling into bus zones “for a minute” to 
wait for a friend, buy a cup of coffee or use a bank machine. Even a 
quick stop blocks the zone, forcing bus drivers to load/unload 
passengers on the street or to be delayed.

Not only is this a hazard for passengers, who require the bus to stop 
at the disabled access point, it also creates a hazard for other 
motorists and road users.

Leave accessible parking spaces for people  
with an ACROD permit
Accessible spaces are not a privilege for people with a disability 
they are a necessity. Please be courteous and leave accessible 
spaces for those who truly need them.

Accessible parking is identified through signage and symbols painted 
on the parking bay. In order to park in one, both parts of a valid 
government issued ACROD permit must be displayed inside the 
vehicle on the front dashboard (not behind a tinted area of the 
windscreen) so the details on the permit are clearly visible and 
legible to an inspecting Officer.

More information regarding accessible parking can be found at the 
ACROD Parking Program’s website: https://www.acrod.org.au/.

Park safely at schools
Each year, the City receives numerous complaints about how  
people park in school zones.

Parking restrictions are put in place near schools to ensure the 
safety of children who are being dropped off or picked up at school.

To ensure you park in a manner that is safe for both your own and 
other people’s children, please:
• take note of parking information signs;
• keep school bus zones clear;
• avoid blocking footpaths or double parking; and
• avoid blocking driveways, garages, cross overs or lane ways.

Permit parking areas
Some areas within the City, and sometimes even entire car parks, 
are set aside specifically for permit holders. There are various 
reasons for this however permit areas will always be clearly signed.

In order to park in a permit area a valid City of Swan permit must be 
displayed inside the vehicle on the front dashboard (not behind a 
tinted area of the windscreen) so the details on the permit are 
clearly visible and legible to an inspecting Officer. 

Be aware of the Local Laws
All Local Governments have their own Local Laws which control 
parking and some of them can be a little obscure. Some of the 
common ones that catch people out include:
• verge parking;
• “No Stopping” vs. “No Parking”;
• loading bays;
• moving a vehicle to defeat a time limit;
• causing an obstruction; and
• facing the correct way.

Please refer to the parking section of the City’s website or contact 
the City via 9267 9267 should you like any information or 
clarification regarding the above.

Tips for commercial vehicles
Any vehicle or combination of vehicles, including any loads carried 
by the vehicle(s), that exceed eight metres in length must not 
remain parked on a carriageway for a period longer than one hour.

 Any vehicle with a tare weight or load capacity greater than three 
tonnes must not remain parked on a carriageway in a built up area 
(except in a designated commercial vehicle area) for a period longer 
than two hours.

Get to know your neighbours
Often parking complaints the City receives from residential areas can 
be resolved by neighbours discussing the issue and working toward 
a mutually beneficial solution.

Remember, the road space in front of your house does not belong  
to you. The public roadway belongs to everyone, it is not for the 
primary use of the adjoining property owner/occupier.

Err on the side of caution
Have I parked too close to the corner?  
What do those signs mean?  
Am I blocking another vehicle?  
If you’re not sure consider trying to find a different parking spot.

Remember, it is at all times the legal responsibility of the driver  
to ensure they park their vehicle in accordance with any applicable 
restrictions. Failure to do so may result in an infringement notice 
being issued.
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